
Incident Report
Control Type:  Motion Control Engineering
Machine Type:  Schindler 400A MRL
Speed: N/A
Rise:  13 Stops
Hoistway Configuration:  Simplex, MRL
Conditions: Repair Crew; wire rope lay bound in machine.

Description of Incident

• A service mechanic took a trouble call on a 
Schindler 400A MRL that had been modernized 
with MCE controls.

• It was determined that a lay in the wire rope had 
broke and bound itself between the sheave and 
rope retainer with the car just above the bottom 
landing.  The mechanic tried to drift the car using 
the manual brake lever in the control room 
without success.   

• Weeks later, a repair crew was brought in to assess 
and correct the condition.  Utilizing the employers’ 
safety team, JHA’s were performed to secure the 
car and plank out to the counterweight on the 13th

floor.  Rail blocks were used on top of rollerguides 
to secure the car.

• Once the repair crew had freed the wire rope, 
they removed the planking from 13th floor and 
proceeded to the car top.

• When the crew removed the rail block, the car 
immediately ascended toward the overhead.  The 
manual brake cable was bound and holding the 
brake open.

• The crew was on top of the car until it crashed into 
the overhead.



Recommendations and 
Lessons Learned • Always perform a 

detailed JHA.

• Control stored energy.

• Inspect brake prior to 
releasing stored energy.

• Anticipate potential 
mechanical failures.

• Beware of unanticipated 
consequences while 
working on MRL type 
conveyances.



Authority Having 
Jurisdiction -
Investigation Outcomes

• AHJ performed thorough investigation of 
incident

• AHJ issued Memorandum to all Certified 
Qualified Conveyance Companies and 
Certified Competent Conveyance Mechanics

• AHJ requiring elevator brakes and their 
releasing systems to be regularly examined 
and maintained

• AHJ requiring manual brake release device 
tested during Category 1 and Category 5 tests


